REAL WORLD AUTO RESTORATION

Welcome to Real World Auto Restoration. The following is a simple agreement for the comfort
and security of both customer and Real World. For the safety of your project and investment, it
is the customers’ responsibility to carry insurance adequate to cover the loss of your
vehicle/investment in the event of fire, theft or act of God. Along with coverage on test drive or
transport when necessary. Low overhead costs gives Real World the ability to provide a shop
rate of $ _________. However, the customer must understand this is a per hour labor rate only.
All other costs for items such as sandpaper, stripping products, welding, body filler, primer,
paint, clean up and buffing supplies are additional cost. Real World handles these costs
differently, by way of allowing the customer, if he so chooses, to pay our suppliers directly to
avoid questions about markups that could cost the customer unnecessary thousands. This
includes automotive suppliers of parts such as specialized catalogs. The customer will receive
the parts list and supplier information. This enables you the customer, to directly purchase
and have parts shipped to Real World. The time to search, locate parts, make lists and mailers
will be charged at the simple shop rate.
Real World plans to keep all customers on a rotating billing system. This will be four to five
weeks at a time, at a minimum work time until your project nears completion. Shorter work
sessions tend to cause time waste when unpacking and starting then packing and stopping a
project. Longer work sessions may be agreed upon. If for some reason the customer needs to
stop their project for an extended period the vehicle and any large parts will need to be
removed and stored off site by the customer or at customer cost. A deposit of $4,000.00 to
$5,000.00 is required to start. The customer will receive a record of weekly charges, balance
remaining and a brief description of operations underway. In addition, the customer will
receive a video record of work accomplished during that work session. Real World highly
encourages visitation of your vehicle any time during hours of operation. The customers’
opinion, input and choices helps to produce the vehicle of your vision.

Low overhead enable the lowest shop rate.
No museums to maintain or office full of bosses to pay
The best quality in fit and finish
Honest time, extensive experience
Real World Auto Restoration
Customer Signature:_______________________________________________

Date: ________________

Real World Auto Restoration signature: _______________________________ Date: _________________

